
South Africa: Meet the People,  
See the Country, and View the Animals! 

16-Day Global Camps Africa (GCA-2016)
Tour (October 4th - October 19th, 2016)

 Important Preface:  

Meals that are included are shown for each day, i.e. B=Breakfast, L=Lunch, and D=Dinner

‘USA DEPARTURE DAY’:  MONDAY OCTOBER 3rd, 2016 

ASSUMPTION:   Departures are assumed to be from Dulles International Airport in Washington DC on 
South African Airways (SAA).  However, there are many other ways to fly to South Africa if so desired.

Depart Dulles International Airport (Washington, DC) on South African Airways flight SA 210 at 5:40pm 

Fly via Accra, Ghana, to Johannesburg’s O.R. Tambo International Airport [refueling/technical stop – no 
plane-change]

‘RSA ARRIVAL DAY’:  TUESDAY OCTOBER 4th, 2016

Arrive at O.R. Tambo International Airport in Johannesburg at 4:40pm

Meet our tour-guide, Anne Lawrance, at the airport, and transfer to the Crane’s Nest Guest House in the 

quiet eastern suburbs of Pretoria

Situated adjacent to the Austin Roberts Memorial Bird Sanctuary (with its 190 different bird species), this 
guest-house offers easy access to a nature paradise and is within safe walking distance to the Brooklyn 
Mall (with its 180 specialist retail stores), Design Square, and over 30 restaurants. 

Hospitality and tranquil living in beautiful surroundings are hallmarks of this B&B.  Stay in one of their 
spaciously furnished bedrooms where attention has been given to detail to make one feel special. Awake 
to the sound of bird-song, and enjoy the warm days around the swimming pool or wander around the 
beautiful lush garden.  Relax in the guest lounge with music, or have sundowners on the patio while 
watching and listening to many bird species.

The popular Blue Crane Restaurant is in the bird park sanctuary area overlooking the lake... 

Dinner on our own account at Blue Crane or at one of the many Brooklyn Mall eateries, a short distance 
away.

Evening on our own.

Overnight at the Crane’s Nest



TOUR DAY 1 (‘PRETORIA /TSHWANE DAY’):  WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 5TH, 2016.   
MEALS INCLUDED:  B

After breakfast at the B&B, we will be picked up and driven through beautiful residential areas of 
Tshwane (previously Pretoria), the capital city of South Africa, to visit sites of great political and historical 
importance.   In October, the jacaranda trees are in bloom (both mauve and white) – Tshwane is thus also 
known as the ‘Jacaranda City’.

This full-day tour of Tshwane and environs includes the Voortrekker Monument (commemorating the 
pioneer history of South Africa), the Union Buildings (current seat of government), and a drive-by of the 
University of South Africa (the largest correspondence-only university in the world).

Of special interest will be the guided tour of Freedom Park, a memorial and sanctuary conceptualized by 
former president Thabo Mbeki to pay tribute to those who made the ultimate sacrifice for human rights 
and their country during South Africa’s turbulent history – and especially the apartheid era. This ‘shrine to 
freedom’ is located on a 130 acre site atop Salvokop Hill and offers 360° views of Pretoria and its environs.  
Our guided tour will include the Museum and the numerous outdoor exhibits. [ www.freedompark.co.za ]

Enjoy dinner (on our own account) at the Hillside Tavern, one of the city’s premier eating spots

Transfer back to our lodgings, and overnight at Crane’s Nest

TOUR DAY 2 (‘JOHANNESBURG DAY’):  THURSDAY OCTOBER 6TH, 2016.   MEALS 
INCLUDED:  B, D

After an early breakfast, drive to Johannesburg to take a 9:00am guided tour of the Apartheid Museum, 
established in 2001.  This Museum presents a dramatic, emotional journey that t=ells the story of a 
state-sanctioned system based on racial discrimination, and the struggle of the majority to overthrow 
the tyranny.  Many people regard this visit as fundamental to the experience and understanding of 
apartheid.  A few hours are set aside here to be able to fully absorb this remarkable exhibit.  [ www.
apartheidmuseum.org ]

Once our visit is complete, enjoy a light lunch snack (to our own account) from the Museum’s Cafeteria.

Then transfer across to nearby Gold Reef City, where we will take a tour through the ‘Jozi Story of Gold’ 
exhibit.  This will be a history lesson that one will actually enjoy!  Learn how Johannesburg came to 
be, how gold was discovered, descend 250 feet underground to visit the rockface, participate in gold-
panning, and witness the magnificent glow of a live gold pour!

Drive to Johannesburg’s northern suburbs for dinner at Moyo’s (included in the tour cost) on beautiful 
Zoo Lake, where live African music and sophisticated African dining are the benchmarks.  While there, 
meet with representatives from Global Camps Africa (GCA) Partner Organizations who have teamed with 
GCA in the Camp Sizanani venture.

Transfer back to our Pretoria lodgings.

Overnight at Crane’s Nest



TOUR DAY 3 (‘CAMP SIZANANI DAY’):  FRIDAY OCTOBER 7TH, 2016.   MEALS 
INCLUDED:  B, L

We will be picked up at the B&B and transferred to Camp Sizanani, one of the highlights of our Tour, 
arriving around 10:30 am.

The GCA Camp is located in the beautiful Magaliesberg mountain area.   There we will meet counselors 
and campers whose lives are being transformed by the camp experience.  The children are given so 
much more than 8 days of fun – they are provided with HIV-prevention education, life skills training, a 
sense of belonging, and hope for the future.

Lunch will be taken at the Camp with the counselors and the campers.

Transfer back to our Pretoria B&B at the end of the day.   

Evening on our own at one of the many Brooklyn eateries within walking distance.

Overnight at Crane’s Nest

TOUR DAY 4 (‘SOWETO DAY’):  SATURDAY OCTOBER 8TH, 2016.   MEALS INCLUDED:  
B, L

After breakfast, we will drive to Soweto (South-Western Township), situated close to Johannesburg, for a 
full-day visit.

Around 10:00am we will join the activities at one of the biweekly Youth Clubs (follow-up sessions to 
Camp), where kids who have previously attended Camp Sizanani receive ongoing mentoring in a fun-
environment.    Find out first-hand how Global Camps Africa is changing young lives in a truly positive 
way. 

Enjoy a unique buffet lunch (included in tour cost) in a Soweto ‘shebeen’, i.e. Chez Alina (or similar).   The 
original South African township ‘shebeens’ were alternatives to pubs and bars, since under apartheid 
black Africans could not enter a pub or bar reserved for whites.

Visit the Mandela House Museum and the Hector Pieterson Museum, both important reminders of the 
apartheid era in South Africa.  

Take an informal, eye-opening tour of Soweto with a Camp Sizanani director, “KB”, and accompany 
him on a visit to his home in Kliptown, a section of Soweto.  Then drive through a very different side of 
Soweto on our way back to our Pretoria B&B.

Dinner and evening on our own.

Overnight at Crane’s Nest

TOUR DAY 5 (‘LIMPOPO / KARONGWE DAY]:  SUNDAY OCTOBER 9TH, 2016.   MEALS 
INCLUDED:  B, D

After an early breakfast at our B&B, we take the N-1 (national highway, also known as the ‘Great 
North Road’) through Limpopo Province to Polokwane, and then east through beautiful Tzaneen and 
Magoebaskloof to the Lowveld area in Mpumalanga Province.    



Make a short stop in the Haenertsberg area for lunch (own account) and a surprise event. 

We then continue on to the private Karongwe/Makalali Game Reserve, a 22,000 acre wildlife paradise 
straddled between four rivers and teeming with an abundance of game and birdlife and where the 
dense vegetation provides the perfect habitat for the most secretive of Africa’s cats, the leopard.  It is 
bordered on the west by the towering Drakensberg escarpment which forms a majestic scenic backdrop.   
The Karongwe Reserve arguably provides better game viewing and definitely more attractive scenery 
than many other better known private reserves in the lowveld!

Head for the Karongwe River Lodge, [http://www.karongweportfolio.com/Karongwe/Karongwe] , one of 
five excellent lodges in the Karongwe Portfolio, and take lunch between 1pm and 3pm. 

Spend the afternoon relaxing beside the pool or watching the game from our private decks before being 
whisked away on a late afternoon safari in an open 4x4 Landrover vehicle.  Our enchanting view is over 
the Makhutsi River, a natural treasure providing insight into the secret river life. The spacious lounge area 
leading onto a vast deck allows for endless opportunity to view elephant, as well as grazing antelope.

The sunset game-drive leaves the Lodge around 4:00pm and is conducted by qualified game rangers 
and Shangaan trackers – who will share their vast experience of the African Bush and a chance to view 
Cheetah in the wild.   The Karongwe Reserve is also home to the ‘Big 5’ (Buffalo, Rhino, Elephant, Lion and 
Leopard), as well as a wealth of other smaller creatures and bird species. The open vehicle game drives 
are perfect for game viewing. 

The drives make for perfect photographic opportunities; enjoy the view of the Lowveld from a “kopje” 
(small hill in a generally flat area) amid the lush vegetation, huge variety of trees and over 365 different 
bird species.  Enjoy a sundowner while the sun sets over the magnificent Drakensberg Mountains.

Return around 7pm for dinner and overnight.   Dining under the stars has never been so romantic as we 
enjoy the Pan African cuisine in a rustic outside ‘Boma’ [a reeded enclosure with crackling log fire] or, on 
alternate evenings, in the beautifully appointed dining room. To complement our meal, choose from the 
extensive selection of top South African and imported beers and wine, together with a variety of spirits 
and soft drinks.

Ultimately it all adds up to a truly atmospheric bush experience!    

Overnight at Karongwe River Lodge

TOUR DAY 6 (‘KARONGWE DAY’):  MONDAY OCTOBER 10TH, 2016.   MEALS 
INCLUDED:  B, L, D   

Rise early for our first 5:30am open-vehicle sunrise game-drive with tracker and ranger (and blankets!).  
Coffee, tea, hot chocolate and rusks are served in the main area before departing.  Return to the Camp 
for breakfast around 9:00am.   The early morning game-drive is normally the most rewarding in terms of 
animals encountered, especially around a water-hole.

Enjoy the spacious lounge and other public areas, where we can chill in hammock chairs and enjoy the 
endless opportunities to view grazing antelope or bigger game like hippo or elephant.  Between game 
drives, this is the perfect spot to spend the afternoon (in the relative heat of the day) relaxing while 
enjoying an ice cold drink.  Relax around the pool if we prefer.

Explore the Camp and its surroundings, relax, take lunch between 1:00pm and 3:00pm, and in the late 
afternoon once again arm ourselves with binoculars and cameras and set off on a second sunset game-
drive with our ranger in an open Landrover.  Follow bush roads through the reserve, using all of our 



senses to find the animals.  We will stop for everything of interest, possibly the spoor of hunting lions or a 
herd of dazzling zebras.

Stop at a vantage point to enjoy sundowner drinks and snacks. 

Return to the Camp, where the ‘boma’ campfire is blazing, heralding a tasty dinner.

Overnight at Karongwe River Lodge     

TOUR DAY 7 (‘KARONGWE/MOHOLOHOLO/GREENFIRE DAY’):  TUESDAY OCTOBER 
11TH, 2016.  MEALS INCLUDED:  B, L, D 

After an early breakfast, check out of Karongwe River Lodge and drive to the Moholoholo Rehabilitation 
Centre, [http://www.moholoholo.co.za/wildlife-rehabilitation-centre.htm] located within the Moholoholo 
Private Game Reserve.  At this world-famous Centre established in 1991 we will be given a two-hour 
guided tour of all the animals that Moholoholo is rehabilitating, breeding, or housing for educational 
purposes. This provides us with the unique experience to see some of Africa’s most renowned creatures, 
as well as some of the more secretive ones, up close and personal.  The challenges associated with 
conservation and habitat protection will be explained.

We should leave the Centre with not only a much better understanding of the conservation issues facing 
South Africa today but also an unforgettable experience of coming face to face (and in one case actual 
interaction), with some of the majestic creatures that South Africa shares with its visitors.  Lion, leopard, 
wild dog, hyena, cheetah, honey badger, vulture, eagles, caracals and servals are but a few of the animals 
we will encounter during our visit.

On leaving the Rehabilitation Centre, we proceed to the vast Balule Nature Reserve, and the Greenfire 
Game Lodge, a green oasis in the bush [www.greenfire.co.za/game-lodge]

Situated within the 200 sq. mile privately owned Balule Nature Reserve adjacent and open to the greater 
Kruger National Park system, the Greenfire Game Lodge is isolated and in a totally natural environment 
intensely close to the magic of Africa.   It’s a small luxury Game Lodge where no effort is spared and the 
experience is personal and relaxed.  

Recently refurbished, Greenfire Game Lodge can sleep up to 18 people in twin-bedded, thatched 
chalets with glass frontage, each with its own private viewing deck. The en-suite bathrooms offer hot 
showers and flush toilets. Meals are plated and served either alfresco under the stars in the boma or in 
the spacious dining room. The camp has been carefully designed to fit harmoniously into its natural 
surroundings. There is an electric fence to keep out larger game like elephants, but smaller game and 
predators such as lion, leopard and hyena can easily walk under the fence - a rare occurrence, but one 
that adds to the wilderness experience.  The chalets are isolated from each other in the riverine canopy.

 A central Lodge offers panoramic views from the shady verandah, a comfortable lounge, and sun deck 
with a refreshing splash pool area, where guests can relax and swap stories of the day

The diversity of vegetation within the reserve ensures that good game sightings are guaranteed, and 
besides the “Big 5” they are especially proud of the abundant bird life and smaller mammals attracted by 
the riverine forest and open plains.  Their qualified staff will explain the intricacies of the bush in detail.

The rangers and trackers, whose enthusiasm and knowledge will make our safari unforgettable, guide 
us into the world of the Greater Kruger Park. Travel in open Landrovers or set out on foot to explore the 
wonder of this unspoiled ecosystem. Thrill all of our senses with the myriad encounters that we will 
experience.



The Balule Nature Reserve, although private, is integrated into the Greater Kruger Park, whose unfenced 
eastern and northern boundaries allow the free flow of animals within a 25,000 square mile transfrontier 
park incorporating South Africa, Mozambique and Zimbabwe.

In the late afternoon, armed with binoculars and cameras, set off with our ranger in an open Landrover 
on a sunset game drive.  Stop at a vantage point to enjoy sundowner drinks and snacks. The flashlights 
come on as we search for secretive nocturnal creatures, from the sleek genet and cute bush baby to an 
unforgettable view of an elusive leopard.

Return to the Lodge for a tasty dinner in the ‘boma’.  Dinners are a social affair, with guests mingling with 
their hosts as they enjoy fireside cuisine with an African influence.

Overnight at Greenfire Game Lodge.

TOUR DAY 8 (‘GREENFIRE DAY’):  WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 12TH, 2016.   MEALS 
INCLUDED:  B, L, D

Our ranger will knock on our doors early (around 5:00am) to awaken us to the Bushveld dawn.  Coffee, 
tea and rusks (‘beskuit’) are served in the outdoor lounge.  Set off on a sunrise game drive in the open 
Landrover and possibly enjoy the added excitement of a foot-safari (aka ‘bush-walk’).

Return to the Lodge a round 9:00am for a hearty breakfast, with an abundance of home-made “goodies”.  
Relax around the pool during the morning or recline on your own private deck with a view over the 
Mohlabetsi riverbed where elephants often roam free.

Walking groups are kept to a maximum of eight (no minimum) and you’ll be accompanied by 
experienced, armed rangers and trackers. There is a minimum age of 16 for these walking safaris.  There 
is no maximum age limit but these walks generally last three or four hours, so you need to be reasonably 
fit.   On an average day you will have the choice between a morning game drive and an extended 
morning bush walk.  Due to the heat, the afternoon activities are usually game drives.

Take lunch, explore the area and, in the late afternoon, set off with our ranger/tracker in an open 
Landrover on our second sunset game drive.  

After sundowners (local beers, wines and sodas) in the bush and another exciting flashlight safari, return 
to the Lodge around 8:00pm for dinner.   Fresh local ingredients are used and many of the condiments 
and herbs are grown at the Lodge. The accent is on typical South African country fare, with dishes to suit 
all palates. 

A “feel at home” ambiance will ensure that we have a truly memorable stay.  Enjoy a nightcap of Amarula 
cream liqueur, made from Marula berries, and a great favorite with all guests.  Most well known as the 
fruit that apocryphally drives elephants mad when it drops to the ground, ferments and is devoured, the 
Marula is a much-loved tree in the African veld.

Overnight at Greenfire Game Lodge

TOUR DAY 9 (‘PANORAMA ROUTE / GAUTENG DAY’):  THURSDAY OCTOBER 13TH, 
2016.   MEALS INCLUDED:  B

Leave the Game Lodge at sunrise with a packed breakfast, and travel up towards the Strijdom Tunnel and 
the Abel Erasmus Pass, which lie at the northern end of the spectacular ‘Panorama Route’. Fantastic vistas 



and photo-ops pop up around every corner.   

Depending on time and pace we will visit the beautiful Lisbon Falls, stand in awe at the remarkable 
Lowveld views from God’s Window, and take in the very impressive Blyde River Canyon (third largest in 
the world) with the unique Three Rondawels mountain feature.

Continuing south through beautiful undulating lowveld scenery to the quaint village of Graskop, we will 
take a quick lunch at Harries Pancakes, which has become a South African institution offering the largest, 
most scrumptious variety of meal-size savory and sweet pancakes.  More filling choices than one can 
imagine - from traditional beef-‘bobotie’ and river trout to custard, cinnamon-apple, or even chocolate 
mousse.  The innocent pancake has become deliciously sinful at this one-of-a-kind eatery.

Then drive down to the N-4 Motorway and westward to Pretoria.  Make stops at Milly’s to check out their 
wide selection of delicacies (including smoked trout from their on-site trout-farm) and possibly at the 
ALZU Petroport, unique in that it has its own attached game park.

Arrive in the early evening at OR Tambo International Airport and check into the 3-star City Lodge, a 
300-room hotel uniquely located above the airport’s parking garage (!) and within easy walking distance 
of the arrival/departure halls.   Despite being right at the airport, the hotel is remarkably quiet.  Excellent 
meals are available from 7:00am to 10:00pm in the restaurant.  City Lodge has both an outdoor pool and 
a fitness center, and also offers a coffee shop/café.  All rooms have Wi-Fi (surcharge possible), safes, flat-
screen TVs, desks and phones.

Take a great dinner at City Lodge (or elsewhere in the airport), and then the evening is on our own.   

Overnight at City Lodge ORT.

TOUR DAY 10 (‘GAUTENG / CAPE TOWN DAY’):  FRIDAY OCTOBER 14TH, 2016.   
MEALS INCLUDED:  B, D

After breakfast at the hotel, walk across to O.R. Tambo International Airport in time to check in for our 
mid-morning flight (SA323 @ 10:05) to Cape Town.

After a two-hour flight, we will be met at Cape Town International Airport and transferred to the 
Pepperclub Hotel & Spa in central Cape Town, www.pepperclub.co.za .  Our guide in Cape Town will once 
again be Anne Lawrance.

The Pepperclub Hotel & Spa, a luxury hotel located in the heart of cosmopolitan Cape Town, has 
been nominated for three awards in the 2015 World Travel Awards – the ultimate travel accolade that 
recognizes and rewards excellence across all sectors of the global travel and tourism industry.   Now in 
its 22nd year, the awards are globally known as the “The Oscars of the Travel Industry”, and all titles are 
awarded based on votes from travelers and industry professionals.   The Hotel is the reigning titleholder 
of the 2013 and 2014 “Africa’s Leading City Hotel” award, and has once again been nominated in the 
same category for 2015.

This hotel offers innovative design, personalized amenities and unsurpassed service – catering to our 
every need – all part of a five-star experience.

Superbly located in the CBD, the hotel’s features include, among others, opulent interiors, a 
contemporary cuisine-themed restaurant, and a swimming pool with panoramic 360 degree views of 
the mountain, sea and city.  In addition, a serene palm tree-lined courtyard connects directly to the city’s 
vibrant Long Street with its boutique shops and cosmopolitan night life.

Spend the afternoon relaxing after our full and exciting program in the Gauteng and Mpumalanga areas.   



Lounge at the pool or walk around the neighborhood.

This evening we will be treated to something with a true South African flavor, a visit to Richard’s Supper 
Stage and a show entitled ‘Kaapse (‘Cape’) Stories of the Mother City’.  This dinner theater is located in the 
suburb of Sea Point, the heart of a historically Jewish area and now a neighborhood that boasts more 
Rainbow Nation integration than the rest of the Atlantic Seaboard.

The “Kaapse Stories” concept brings locals of the Mother City and guests together, to sample the 
restaurant’s culinary delights and to enjoy great local talent in a show packed with eclectic music and 
humor.   Be prepared for a surprise or two during the program! 

Return to our lodgings, and overnight at Pepperclub Hotel

TOUR DAY 11 (‘HERMANUS WHALE-WATCHING DAY’):  SATURDAY  OCTOBER 15TH, 
2016.   MEALS INCLUDED:  B

Today we make an early start to visit the town that claims to be the ‘Southern Right Whale Capital of the 
World’ –  Hermanus.   With its unparalleled scenic beauty, modern infrastructure, upmarket shops and 
endless adventure options, it’s little wonder that Hermanus has grown in size and popularity during the 
last decade. 

Visitors from near and far flock to this small town to enjoy its many charms while local residents and 
homeowners savor the privilege of living in this unique region.  Hermanus is a cosmopolitan town but 
has retained some of its historical fisherman’s village heritage.   A number of craft markets sell a range of 
interesting wares, a marimba band frequently adds a vibrant atmosphere on different occasions, and the 
old harbor with its restored fishing boats gives a glimpse of times past. 

On leaving Cape Town after breakfast, drive via Sir Lowry’s Pass and on to Hermanus.  As luck (or good 
planning) would have it, you will be there at peak whale-watching season (which lasts from June 
through December)!  Hermanus boasts the only ‘whale crier’ in the world.   It is his job to spot the whales 
and then blow his ‘pipe’, which is actually a piece of dried seaweed.  

Regarded by WWF and Greenpeace as being one of the world’s best locations to watch whales, 
Hermanus holds its annual week long International Whale Festival at the end of September each year 
(so you’re there just at the right time of year).  This event attracts over 130,000 eager whale watchers.  
Southern Right Whales, Humpbacks and Bryde Whales are observed, with the record number of 196 
whales being spotted in ONE day occurring in October 2008. 

Board the sleek MIROSHCA, a modern catamaran specifically designed and built for whale-watching and 
leisure cruising, and licensed to carry 70 passengers.  The 3-hour trip will take you out to sea for a really 
close-up meeting with these gentle giants of the deep, rather than attempting to spot them from the 
shore.   Read more about the MIROSHCA at:  www.southernrightcharters.co.za/boat.html  

Depending on available time, other stops during the day may include the towns of Hermanus and 
Stanford, the Stony Point Penguin Colony, a wine estate in the Hemel-en-Aarde area, beer tasting at 
Birkenhead, and the open market at Hermanuspietersfontein which includes wine and food tasting….

Dinner (own account) transfer is provided if needed

Overnight at Pepperclub Hotel



TOUR DAY 12 (‘CAPE TOWN CITY & ENVIRONS DAY’):  SUNDAY OCTOBER 16TH, 
2016.   MEALS INCLUDED:  B

After breakfast, commence a full-day Cape Town City and Environs tour.

Take the rotating cable-car up Table Mountain, officially named in December 2012 as one of the ‘New 
7 Wonders of Nature’, and marvel at the 360 degree views from the tabletop.  If time permits visit 
the impressive historical Castle of Good Hope.  NOTE:  The trip up Table Mountain is always ‘weather 
permitting’, and thus may take place on another day.

We expect that the highlight of our stay in Cape Town will be the trip to Robben Island, where Nelson 
Mandela spent 18 of his 27 years as a prisoner of the South African government.   For most people, this 
is the most impressionable aspect of a visit to Cape Town, and we will spend around three hours on the 
island to absorb the emotive atmosphere.

Transfers provided for dinner (for our own account). 

Overnight at Pepperclub Hotel

TOUR DAY 13 (‘CAPE PENINSULA DAY’):  MONDAY OCTOBER 17TH, 2016.   MEALS 
INCLUDED:  B, D

After breakfast, embark on a full-day tour of the Cape Peninsula, stopping first at Hout Bay to take a 
40-minute scenic boat trip out to Duiker Island, home to a squad of blubbery, bewhiskered Cape Fur
Seals. Snap away at the doe-eyed pups and their slick and slippery parents barking out warnings.
The glass-bottomed boats offer a convenient ‘porthole’ through which to spy the seals zipping past
underwater.

Then visit the world-famous Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens.  Established in 1913 and nestled at the foot 
of Table Mountain, Kirstenbosch preserves the country’s unique and abundant natural flora.  From the 
comfort of a golf-cart, enjoy a 1 hour guided tour of those areas of the Gardens normally not accessible 
to the tourist.

Take in many interesting resorts/stops on the drive down to Cape Point, and to the Cape of Good Hope 
-- the most south-westerly tip of the African continent.   A trip via funicular railway to the new lighthouse 
is included in the tour cost.  The view from the lighthouse right down to the end of the peninsula is really 
awesome.   But if one is so inclined, feel free to walk to both the old and new lighthouses, where there 
are superb scenic views of the rough and treacherous waters where two oceans meet.

Marvel at the wide variety of protected fauna and flora in the Cape Point Nature Reserve.   Travel to one 
of the beaches in the Reserve, hoping to spot some of the wildlife (e.g. ostrich, eland, zebra, hartebeest 
and baboon)

Travel back to Cape Town along Chapman’s Peak Drive – a truly exhilarating experience taking in well-
known spots like Noordhoek Village, Hout Bay and Clifton. 

Take a short orientation tour of the Victoria & Alfred (V&A) Waterfront, where one can browse a wide 
range of shops, more than 80 restaurants, and other attractions.  Situated at the foot of Table Mountain 
and in the heart of Cape Town’s working harbor, this is a modern, attractive area with a vibrant 
pulse frequently aided by township singers and dancers who perform there.  Indoor shopping and 
entertainment venues seamlessly merge with ocean vistas and mountain views, adding zest to the 
cosmopolitan atmosphere.



Take dinner in a unique environment surrounded by sea-life at Cape Town’s world famous Two Oceans 
Aquarium (included in tour-cost), with a ‘surprise’ guest speaker.

Drop off at our hotel.

Overnight at Pepperclub Hotel

TOUR DAY 14 (‘CAPE WINELANDS DAY’):  TUESDAY OCTOBER 18TH, 2016. MEALS 
INCLUDED:  B, L, WINE-TASTINGS

Today take a full-day tour of the very beautiful Cape Winelands region, which produces some of the 
world’s best wines.  Some vineyards were established back in the 1600’s.

Mid-morning enjoy a relaxed 90-minute guided walking tour of Stellenbosch, a wonderful old university 
town in the heart of the winelands, and absorb many aspects of Cape Dutch history and the culture of 
the area.  

After Stellenbosch, head for the Boschendal Estate, where we will take lunch at ‘Le Pique Nique’.  
Boschendal is one of the oldest farms in South Africa, founded in 1685, and has grown with the passing 
centuries into a cherished source of wholesome produce, great wines and happy memories.   Set in the 
Drakenstein Valley surrounded by dramatic mountain landscapes, lush gardens and vines, the original 
farmstead complex is now a national monument with a rich and intriguing history of more than 300 
years.

Boschendal picnics are a Cape legend. During the summer months the Boschendal gardens with their 
dramatic mountain views provide the perfect setting for a picnic lunch under the trees. Generous picnic 
baskets are packed with delicious dishes to be enjoyed al fresco: think rillettes of local salmon trout to 
start, followed by succulent pasture-reared chicken and fresh farm salads, with fresh farm berries and a 
decadent chocolate marshmallow to finish off.

A fine selection of Boschendal wines is available to accompany our gourmet picnic. Tables are laid out in 
the shade, or simply grab a blanket or beanbag and find a quiet corner to relax in.

After lunch, visit ‘The Cellar Door Wine Tasting Centre’ at Boschendal where, after a short cellar tour, we 
get to sample some of their estate wines – along with paired chocolates.  Then on through Franschhoek 
and Paarl to the Fairview Estate, where we will partake in a second wine-tasting along with various 
estate-made cheeses. 

The official demarcation of Fairview as a formal farm followed in 1693, and just six years later, in 1699, the 
first wine was made on the farm.

The tasting room comprises a number of tasting pods. This unique pod concept was implemented in 
2009 and is aimed at creating a more welcoming and less rigid environment. The pods offer a tasting 
selection of 6 different wines with dedicated hosts to guide and assist guests. Our tasting also includes a 
selection of 6 to 8 of Fairview’s Jersey milk and goat’s milk cheeses. These are tasted at the deli, allowing 
guests to enjoy their wine and then move across to the cheese section as they seek out interesting 
pairings and their particular favorites.

On the way to Fairview, drop by the gates of the Victor Verster Prison, the last correctional facility to hold 
Nelson Mandela before his release.   It’s probably the only such facility in the world to have a larger than 
life-size statue of a former inmate at the gates!   Here is Mandela’s timeline:  1964 to Robben Island; 1982 
to Pollsmoor Prison; 1988 to Victor Verster Prison; 1990 released.



On the way back to Cape Town, route via Bloubergstrand (with its iconic view of Cape Town and Table 
Mountain across the Bay) for dinner (on our own account).

Return to Cape Town hotel.

Overnight at Pepperclub Hotel

TOUR DAY 15 (‘KHAYELITSHA / RSA DEPARTURE DAY’):  WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 
19TH, 2016.   MEALS INCLUDED:  B, D (ON PLANE)

After breakfast and check out, drive out towards the airport for a tour of the largest black township in the 
Western Cape area.

Khayelitsha (meaning “new home”) was established in the 1980s during the apartheid era.  For many 
years it was a desperate place with few facilities and little infrastructure to house the large influx of 
people living there.   These days, by opening themselves to the world, the attitude of residents is 
changing through increased contact with outside visitors -- although poverty and unemployment are 
still rife.   There are goods for sale, made by the local community.

Visits are planned to a community development project, and to a senior center where we have a chance 
to interact with the local people.

•When the tour is over, transfer on to Cape Town International Airport for the flight to Johannesburg 
(SA332 @ 12:00pm) 

Relax in the Bidvest Premier Lounge at O.R. Tambo International Airport until we depart for Dulles 
International Airport (Washington, DC) on South African Airways flight SA 209 at 5:45pm via Accra, 
Ghana (refueling/technical stop only – no plane change).  The lounge passes are included in the tour 
cost. 

Bidvest Premier offers the following facilities and services: Complimentary light snacks, beverages, 
newspapers and magazines, TV and Wi-Fi.  Also shower facilities, with towels, shampoo and body soap.

‘USA ARRIVAL DAY’:  THURSDAY OCTOBER 20TH, 2016   

Arrive Dulles International Airport at 6:15am, and make our own way home.

The tour includes accommodation at highly-rated Bed & Breakfasts, Game Lodges and Hotels, all typically 
4-star or 5-star, and most with free Wi-Fi access.  Luxury air-conditioned ground-transport is provided,
and stimulating activities fill each day.   NOTES FOR GCA-2015 TOUR



NOTES FOR 2016 GCA-2016 TOUR

General

It may turn out that, due to unforeseen circumstances, we may not be able to include everything listed for a specific day.   The 
sequence of excursions/activities may also be moved around.  The day’s program will be determined each morning by our 
host/guide and will be communicated to the group.  Every effort will be made to cover all the aspects listed in this itinerary.   
The descriptions below are as accurate as possible at time of writing.  

There will also be a few pleasant surprises along the way – but, since these are ‘surprises’, I cannot let you into the secret at this 
time!!

Please be prepared for some early morning starts, especially in the game parks.   Also when we need to travel some distance 
to our destination, e.g. game-parks and shark-cage diving.

Note:  GCA reserves the right to substitute alternative but similar lodgings or eateries, and/or change the sequence of the 
itinerary should circumstances dictate.

Note 1 - Flight Options:  

There are numerous flight options available, and you can reckon around $1,300.00 for the fare package (economy class, with 
both the international legs and internal South Africa legs included).    Business class fare is typically around 4 to 5 times the 
economy fare.   There are direct flights from New York and Washington to Johannesburg (15+ hours) on South African Airways 
(SAA).  Note:  SAA includes the Johannesburg-to-Cape Town and Cape Town-to-Johannesburg flights at no additional charge 
when booking the international flight on SAA.   

There are also flights via Europe and the Middle East on a multitude of different carriers, typically two overnight flights (8 
hours + 11 hours) with a 12-hour stopover in-between.  As a result, if you fly via Europe, your departure date from the USA will 
typically have to be a day earlier than shown on the itinerary.  Note:  KLM has only a 3-hour stopover in Amsterdam between 
flights.   Turkish Airlines offers good fares. 

Most flights from South Africa back to the USA via Europe have a short 3-hour stopover.  

Important:  The flight package is quoted separately from the tour package – for those who may want to use their frequent-
flyer miles.  It is also strongly suggested that, if you intend to use your miles, the choices are discussed with Peter Wilmot (your 
tour host) to ensure that you arrive in time for the Tour.  Otherwise, he will arrange your flight package for you.

Note 2 – Booking Notes

ITEM

Book By (latest)

TOUR (10/4/16 - 10/19/16) 

April 1st, 2016

Estimated Tour Package Cost $4,700.00/pp**

Pre-Paid Tipping (optional) $280.00/pp

Single-Supplement (if relevant) $1,150.00/pp

Deposit (due upon booking) $2,000.00/pp

Final Balance (calculated 4 months before depar-
ture and due 3 months before departure) TBD

Cancellation Refund of 90% of monies paid at time of cancella-
tion if space is re-sold.  Otherwise no refund.

* This is an ALL-INCLUSIVE price, i.e. all accommodation, all ground transport, all guides/drivers, all airport pick-ups/drop-offs,
all entrance fees where applicable, all excursions/entertainment (e.g., Robben Island boat trip, dinner-theater, game-drives),
all breakfasts, and many dinners and lunches.  It also includes a tax-deductible donation to Global Camps Africa.

** The Final Balance will be determined by the US$-Rand exchange rate prevailing in mid-2016 as well as any adjustments in 
cost from the South African tour operator.    From experience the Tour Package Cost will probably remain as stated above, and 
may well be lower.


